Congress shall have Power . . . To promote the Progress of Science . . by securing for limited Times to Authors . . . the exclusive Right to their . . . Writings
The Ultimate Contract

ACME CO.

You, [Name], hereby grant the entire, complete rights to everything you've ever thought, made, or done to Acme Co. in perpetuity and throughout the Universe; and even if one day they find a door in the Universe that leads to a whole new non-Universe place, or somebody invents a time-stopping machine so that "perpetuity" no longer exists, or everything falls into a black hole and nobody knows which end is up and we're all dead anyway, so who cares—we'll still own all those rights, so stop whining, sign or don't sign, but face reality for once in your life, because this is the way the world works, pal.

[Signature Here]

[Time-Stopping Machine]